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Thank You…And
Welcome!
•

Thank you SO MUCH for getting your hands on The
Pharaoh Code: Master Your Life With The Secrets Of
Ancient Egypt.

•

“When the student is ready, the teacher appears”…you
are READY for this!

•

Everything you’ve experienced in life, all of your trials and
tests and lessons and struggles, they’ve all led you right
HERE, right NOW. The reason is…

•

If your life isn’t the way you want it to be, there’s one
simple reason.

The Reason You Don’t
Have What You Want Is…
•

Human beings like to think of ourselves as special, different, and not subject to the
same laws of nature as every other form of life on Planet Earth. We are special—
YOU are special—but not in that particular way. The truth is…

•

The same laws of nature that hold the Cosmos together are the same laws that
determine how plants grow. They’re the laws that keep the ocean tides moving in
and out, the laws that determine the rise and fall of different nations and
civilizations, and the same laws are true in YOUR personal life, today. It’s all
connected.

•

This course is going to teach YOU what the Ancient Egyptian Mystery Schools
taught their Initiates—what those laws of nature are, how they work in YOUR life,
and how you can master these laws to become anything and anyone that you
desire.

•

When you begin to live in perfect harmony with these laws, your life will unfold in a
peaceful, abundant, wonderful, and harmonious way. It’s a permanent, powerful
change from the inside-out.

What You’re Going To
Learn (And How It Works)
•

Each of this course’s 7 lessons is going to teach you one of these
fundamental Laws of Nature…along with a powerful exercise for you
to do, and a worksheet to fill out. More on that in a moment.

•

The course Bonuses are there to help you achieve your goals sooner,
faster and more easily. As you will soon discover, the life you’re living
is an outer reflection of how well you understand and use these laws
of nature. When you get the inside right, the outside automatically
becomes “right” as well—whatever “right” means for YOU.

•

However, this is NOT a “passive” process. You must participate, pay
fill out each lesson’s worksheet, and most importantly…do the
exercises so that this transformation can begin to occur in you. If you
want results, you MUST do the work. On that note, let’s talk for a
moment about Sally, Dave, and Sarah.

Sally
•

Sally really wants a better life. She’s tens of thousands of dollars in debt,
she wants a relationship that she doesn’t have, and even though she has a
good job…life just isn’t fulfilling for her.

•

She discovers material like the “Law of Attraction,” she reads about it a lot,
she talks about it with friends, and maybe even agrees that it sounds like a
pretty good idea. Problem is…

•

She doesn’t really believe that it can work for her. And because of her
limiting beliefs, she never actually learns to take action. She hopes and
wishes for things to get better, but doesn’t do any of the work it takes to
get there.

•

Because of that, Sally just keeps getting older, while nothing changes in
her life. The clock keeps ticking, she feels lonely and sad, and just gets
more depressed and anxious with each passing year.

Dave
•

Dave’s life is similar to Sally’s in that he doesn’t really wake up every day
smiling. Things are OK for him, but they could be a lot better.

•

His friends are in better shape, making more money, having more fun than him,
and he feels inferior and insecure when he compares his life to those of other
people in his social circle.

•

He reads the same material that Sally read about attraction and manifestation,
he follows a couple “gurus,” and actually puts what he’s learning to work.

•

So he has some success here and there. He can manifest an open parking
spot now and then, or maybe a nice new job opportunity or promotion every
few years, but that’s all he believes he can get—so his results are nothing too
impressive, nothing to write home about.

•

Dave “settles for what he can get,” and never really knows what it’s like to live
his full potential and best self.

Sarah
•

Now Sarah does the same thing Dave does—she knows to take action and really
throws herself fully into the process of transformation.

•

Instead of letting limiting beliefs and negative childhood programming get in the
way, she simply does what she’s told to do, follows all the exercises, has all kinds of
amazing experiences and eventually…it just “clicks!”

•

Once it does, Sarah becomes that person with the “magic touch.” Everything she
wants, she automatically manifests and creates around her. She goes to her perfect
career, finds her perfect husband there, raises a wonderful family while living her
dreams and truly has an amazing life—that she created from the inside-out.

•

She wakes up every morning, beaming with joy and in touch with her power to
CREATE. She manifests on autopilot now because she did the work to become that
person.

•

As you go through this course and do all the exercises, ask yourself—am I being
Sally, Dave, or Sarah right now? Always do your best to be Sarah.

Introductory Assignment
•

The ancient Alchemists used the terms “lead” and “Gold” to describe not pieces
of metal…but states of being. Ways of living. Versions of YOU!

•

The life you’re living right now is the “lead” version of you. The base material. The
clay that you’re going to shape into something amazing.

•

The version of YOU that you enrolled in this course to become—the YOU with
financial abundance, powerful relationships, wonderful health and more—that’s
the “Gold” version of you. That’s who you’re going to become.

•

Assignment: Download, print out, and fill out the “My Golden Self Worksheet”
you can find right below this video. You’re going to be using that worksheet for the
entire course—so it’s incredibly important that before you continue to Lesson 1,
you print out and fill out that worksheet so you can have it with you the whole time.

•

After that, go on over the Lesson 1—Your Mind And The Universe—and I’ll see
you there!

